If you have a question about the
Terraclean service, these may
help answer them for you
What is TerraClean?
TerraClean is a service available via the UK
network of approved service centres and
mobile operators.
A TerraClean service
will remove carbon
and other lacquers
which build up in
your engine,
thus Restoring
vehicle efficiency,
improving MPG and
reducing harmful
emissions.
What do TerraClean service agents
actually do ?
A Service agent will link your vehicle to
one of our TerraClean machines (either
Petrol or Diesel). The machine will take
over as the fuel supply for the vehicle and
use a highly refined, none harmful fuel
coupled with the patented technology of
the equipment to remove the build up of
carbon from your vehicle.

Is TerraClean any better than the pour-in I have
been using for years ?
Yes. TerraClean is unique in the system of
cleaning. It is not just about the chemistry, it
uses patented technology. TerraClean cleans
from Injectors through the combustion process
and cleans post combustion too. Thus cleaning
EGR & Diesel Particulate Filters.

I drive a Hybrid, does it need a
TerraClean ?
Yes. Hybrid technology and vehicles
which use Stop-Go systems to save fuel
are inherently prone to carbon build up
and will generally develop more carbon
deposits than other vehicles with
similar mileage.

Can you TerraClean any vehicle ?
Yes, we do almost all vehicles. From a
Motorcycle, Car, Van, HGV, Bus and marine
engines. There are a few exceptions which
we can not do, but your local service agent
will confirm when you arrange to book your
vehicle in. We have TerraCleaned,
commuter motorbikes, family cars, Ferraris,
Trucks, Passenger Buses and boats with
both outboard and inboard engines.

How often do I need to have my
vehicle TerraCleaned ?

“Terraclean Service works to maintain
your vehicle, helps us take care of our
environment and saves £££’s off your
fuel bills” Edd China, Wheeler Dealers
My vehicle runs on LPG can it be TerraCleaned?
Yes. Most cars operating on LPG ran as petrol
vehicles before conversion, and build up carbon
deposits during that period. A TerraClean will
remove those deposits. LPG does not create
much carbon so a further service is not
usually required

It is recommened you should have your
vehicle TerraCleaned every 15,000 miles.
What can I do on a routine basis to
reduce carbon build up ?
Use of a good quality fuel will help reduce
formation of some of the deposits, but
the fact is that carbon build up is a natural
by product of the combustion process and
carbon will therefore naturally develop in
a vehicle and build up until removed.

Will TerraClean damage my Nikasil Seals ?
We have TerraCleaned many vehicles with
Nikasil (Nickel Silicon Carbinde) liners.
These are found on several brands such as
Jaguar, Audi & BMW & current Porsche
911s. TerraCleaned will not cause any
damage to the Nikasil coating. We are only
using a highly refined fuel, there are no
harmful chemicals present .
Can a TerraClean service damage my
vehicle ?
The simple answer is "no". A TerraClean
service is using a highly refined fuel
which can cause no harm to your vehicle
or any of its components. A TerraClean
service will remove carbon which has
built up over time from your vehicle, as
well as other contaminents (tars &
lacquers) which build up and deteriorate
the performance of your vehicle.
TerraClean is not a "fix" for a problem, it
is a highly effective preventative
maintenance service which will help
prevent problems occuring, prolong
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